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Studying in a hut, son of daily wager to become first doctor in his R'sthan village

CROWN TO SHINE
The arrangement of Kashmir railways is one of the greatest engineering challenges ever faced,
only next to the China-Tibet railroad which crosses perpetually frozen ground and rises to more
than 5,000m above sea level. In the case of Kashmir, the rail route owes its complexity to the dangerous rugged geography of the Himalayas.
 While the Valley has an
average height of 1,850m,
the surrounding Pir
Panjal range has an average elevation of 3,000m.
The trains are fixed with a
snow cutter system for
clearing the snow on the
track while the temperature in coaches is maintained at 20-degree Celsius
during winter months.
 Modern Indian engineering made news a few days
back when the arch of the
world's highest railway
bridge running 1,315
meters and standing at a
height of 359m above the
Chenab River bed was
completed.
 The Reasi yard station is
built on high, rectangular,
tapered hollow piers 105m
in height, with the bridge
spanning about 490m -- a
structure made with 7,000
reinforcement steel and
6,700 million tonnes of
structural steel. This is a
milestone achievement on
the USBRL project in
Jammu and Kashmir.
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T

he first proposal of bringing
railways to Kashmir was made
in 1898 by the Britishers, but
their idea remained on paper.
Fast forward some 120 years, and
India's dream of fully integrating
with the Valley is finally tangible
with the Kashmir Railway Project
ready to join the Indian Railways
canvas by 2023.
The project is the highest altitude
railway network in India -- defying
gravity on the impossible terrain of
the Pir Panjal mountain range.
Making the fantasy a reality, it is
the only railway line constructed in
broad gauge on Indian mountains,
daring to run the distance of 345 km
over major earthquake-prone
zones, while being exposed to
extreme temperatures.
The connectivity to this region is
important for national security,
prosperity, and socio-economic
development. Many other major
roadways projects are also underway in the Valley along with the
railways -- all operating in mission
mode to link the mountainous terrains, ravines, gorges, and river
basins.It will allow the railways to
cover maximum ground in the area.
One more monumental project is
the 272 km long UdhampurBaramulla railway line project that
would connect the two places
through Jammu, passing through

panoramic views of quaint mountainous towns, pristine river basins,
and silent deodars.
Yet another spectacular engineering marvel is the Bridge No. 39
situated between Katra and Reasi,
which was completed on October
20. The Udhampur-BaramullaSrinagar rail line stands erected at a
cost of Rs 28,000 crore. For now, the
focus is on the strategic, intervening
line of about 111 km between Katra
and Banihal, which consists of
many tunnels and escape tunnels.
Meanwhile, the target date for
completion of electrification works
in the Banihal-Baramulla railway

section is March 2022, according to
the Railways.
The world's most advanced technologies are being used for the
planning and construction of the
Kashmir Railway Project. What
makes it more exciting are the
peculiar challenges specific to this
region, for which many times new
technologies had to be developed
by experts in India and abroad to
tackle the concerns. The story of
Kashmir Railways is sure to go
down as the new chapter of the
region's glory, development and
prosperity.

Skyroot Aerospace successfully I love you: PC to
test fires cryogenic rocket engine hubby Nick
 Cryogenic engines
are highly efficient
rocket propulsion
systems that use
propellants at cryogenic temperatures
(less than minus
150 Degree
Celsius).
 The cryogenic
engines are highly
suitable for the
upper stages of a
rocket. They have a
higher specific
impulse that
enhances the payload/luggage carrying capability.
 This technology is
challenging to master and has been
demonstrated only
by very few countries.

Will Makes Way
If you are committed and determined to do something, then no one can
stop you from achieving success. One such story of unshakable determination is of Dudharam, a resident of Kamthai village of Sindhari tehsil
in Barmer who achieved 626 marks out of 720 and will now become the
first doctor in Kamthai Samdari village of Barmer.
Archana Sharma | Jaipur

D

udharam's father and
brother work as
labourers, his mother
works under MNREGA. All
he had was a hut to study in,
but Dudharam dreamed of
becoming a doctor and studied day and night to fulfil that
dream. He did not let any difficulty come in the way of his
dream. Today, all his hard
work has paid off as
Dudharam will be the first
child of Kamthai village to do
MBBS and become a doctor.
Despite the family's financial condition being weak,
Dudharam did not deviate
from his goal, did not let his
self-confidence weaken, and
achieved an All India Rank of
9375 by securing 626 marks
out of 720 in the Medical
Entrance Examination NEET
(UG) 2021 in the fourth consecutive attempt.
Dudharam's family consists of five members, including parents and siblings. The
family owns 10-12 bighas of

land, but it being in a dry
area, only one millet crop can
be grown in a year, which can
only feed the family. There is
no other source of income.
Dudharam's father Pooraram
and younger brother
Khemaram Kamtha work at
construction sites.
Sometimes mother Lehro
Devi also goes to work under
MNREGA. Younger brother
Khemaram is doing his BA
from Kota Open University
along with working for wages,
while younger sister Hario is

studying in Class 10.
Dudharam said that there
are about 250 houses in
Samdari tehsil, where electricity comes only for 5 to 6
hours. The village also faces a
water shortage, so they have
to bring water from 10 km
away.His school teacher
Rajendra Singh Singhad
inspired him to become a
doctor. After this, he took
admission in a coaching centre to prepare for NEET
which gave him a 50 percent
concession in fee.

"I was determined to become a doctor, and for me, noth❝
ing less than MBBS was acceptable. I made the first attempt in
2018. The second attempt was in 2019. I took admission in
BAMS and continued studying online at coaching with my
BAMS. I worked hard and got All India Rank 9375 in 2021."

❝

2023 will see Kashmir on the Railway canvas

Dudharam

Hubble captures stunning image
of star-forming Prawn Nebula
WASHINGTON | Agencies

T
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rivate rocket startup
Skyroot Aerospace Pvt
Ltd on Thursday said it
has successfully tested its
cryogenic engine called
Dhawan-1.
The company said
Dhawan-1 is India's first privately developed cryogenic
rocket engine fueled by liquid
natural gas (LNG) and liquid
oxygen (LoX). The engine
uses LNG and LoX at cryogenic temperatures as propellants, which are high performance, low-cost, and
green. The cryogenic engine
will be fixed in the upper
state of the company's rocket

P

Vikram-2.
According to Skyroot
Aerospace, it had developed
a mobile cryogenic engine
test stand and tested the
engine at a one of its kind
propulsion test facility at
Solar Industries India Ltd,
Nagpur. Skyroot Aerospace
has named its cryogenic
engine in honour of eminent
Indian rocket scientist Dr.
Satish Dhawan who played
an instrumental role in the
development of the Indian
space programme.
The liquid natural gas,
which is more than 90 per
cent methane, is considered
the rocket fuel of the future.

Mumbai: Amid rumours of having troubles in their marital life, Indian actress
Priyanka Chopra and Nick Jonas shared a
romantic post stating that they feel "grateful" to have each and have put an end to all
gossip.Priyanka and Nick shared a lovedup picture on the occasion of Thanksgiving.
She wrapped her arms around Nick in the
picture and is lovingly looking at her husband. It seems that she leaned in for a kiss.
"So much to be grateful for. Friends, family. I love you @nickjonas. Happy thanksgiving to everyone celebrating," Priyanka
wrote as the caption.Nick shared the same
picture and wrote: "Happy thanksgiving
everyone Grateful for you @priyankachopra."Earlier this week, Priyanka featured in the Jonas Brothers Family
Roast.Priyanka and Nick got married in
dual ceremonies at the Umaid Bhawan
Palace in Jodhpur in 2018.

he Hubble Space Telescope
has captured a stunning view
of the Prawn Nebula floating
through deep space.
The Prawn Nebula is a massive
stellar nursery located in the constellation Scorpius, about 6,000
light years from Earth.
Though the nebula stretches
250 light-years and covers a space
four times the size of the full
moon, it emits light primarily in
wavelengths the human eye cannot detect, making it extremely
faint to earthbound viewers.
"Hubble's gaze shows a small
section of the nebula in both visible and invisible infrared light,
capturing dazzling detail of the
nebula's structure, including
bright areas of glowing gas," NASA
said in a statement.
The Prawn Nebula, also known
as IC 4628, is an emission nebula,
which means its gas has been
energised, or ionised, by the radiation of nearby stars.The radiation
from these massive stars strips

electrons from the nebula's hydrogen atoms. As the energised electrons revert from their higherenergy state to a lower-energy
state by recombining with hydrogen nuclei, they emit energy in the
form of light, causing the nebula's
gas to glow.The Hubble Space
Telescope image was captured as

part of a survey of massive- and
intermediate-size "protostars," or
newly forming stars. Astronomers
used the infrared sensitivity of
Hubble's Wide Field Camera 3 to
look for hydrogen ionized by ultraviolet light ionised by the protostars, jets from the stars, and other
features.

US adults now stream more on OTTs than watch traditional TV This match will shock MMA fans: Ritu Phogat
SINGAPORE | Agencies

The report indicated
that 80 per cent of US
viewers (those surveyed) use at least one
streaming TV service
overall, and 64 per cent
watch at least one adsupported service.
Time spent on streaming TV is soaring, and
media budgets are following suit as companies report an average
25.1 per cent of broadcast and cable advertising budgets going to
streaming TV.

F

SAN FRANCISCO | Agencies

ollowing her incredible
victory over the
Philippines' Jenelyn
Olsim in the ONE Women's
Atomweight World Grand
Prix semi-final, 27-year-old
Ritu Phogat is now ready to
face her ultimate challenge
in this prestigious tournament on December 3.
The No. 4-ranked atomweight Ritu Phogat is sched-

S

howcasing a growing trend globally, a Gartner report has revealed
that US viewers in the 18-43 age
group now spend an average of 63 per
cent of their overall TV viewing time
watching on various streaming platforms versus cable, broadcast or satellite.
"However, the streaming services
media marketplace is still very fragmented, immature and challenged by
the popularity of ad-free services," said
Eric Schmitt, senior director analyst in
the Gartner Marketing practice.
Four of the top six streaming TV
services are ad-free (Netflix, Amazon
Prime Video, Disney+ and HBO Max),
but 10 of the top 16 are principally ad-

supported (e.g. YouTube and Hulu).
"Consumers' streaming service
choices and viewing habits vary substantially by age and gender. For
example, we see that younger views
(18-43 years old) have a broader portfolio of streaming TV services," said
Katya Skogen, director of research in

the Gartner Marketing practice.
The companies should now assess
streaming TV campaign objectives,
which may include maximising reach,
extending mainstream TV ad buys or
scaling performance-oriented digital
advertising objectives.

uled to face former ONE
Atomweight Muay Thai and

Kickboxing World
Champion Stamp Fairtex of
Thailand in the ONE
Women's Atomweight World
Grand Prix Championship
final on Friday. Ritu plans to
leave no stone unturned in
preparing for this matchup.
Her opponent, Stamp
Fairtex, is widely regarded
as the most dangerous striker in the ONE
Championship atomweight
division.

" This match is crucial for my career and India's reputation. India has never had a female MMA champion in the
past and now I have the power to change the narrative
and place an Indian woman on the global MMA stage. I
will try my best to make India proud. I plan to make 3rd
December an extraordinary match in MMA history."
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WIPE OUT AAP, SAD FROM
ELECTORAL SCENE: PUNJAB CM
Chandigarh|Agencies

G

iving a clarion call to wipe
out the AAP and the SAD
from the electoral scene in
the ensuing Assembly polls, Punjab
Chief Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi on Saturday said it is now
crystal clear that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Amarinder Singh
and Badals are hand in glove to
barter away the interests of the
state, be it agriculture, industry or
common man's cause.
Addressing a public rally in
Barnala town, Channi asked the
people to identify these 'dubious'
politicians who are hell bent upon
to exploit them emotionally to the
hilt.
Chiding AAP convener Arvind
Kejriwal for making tall claims to
provide financial assistance of Rs
1,000 per month to every woman
above 18 years in the state, if voted

to power, Channi dared Kejriwal to
come out with facts and figures to
how many women he has extended
this relief in Delhi.
Likewise, he said people of
Punjab are wise enough and they
won't be betrayed this time by his
false promises as he and his party
has been fully exposed on count of

non-performance which is evident
from the fact that 11 out of 20 AAP
MLAs had already shifted their loyalty to other political parties.
Channi also said now NRIs have
also realised that it is a party with
hollow claims which is remotely
concerned with the core issues of
state.

Party should give 35% tickets for Goa
polls to minority candidates: BJP MLA
PANAJI | Agencies

A

Catholic BJP MLA in
Goa has demanded 35
per cent tickets for
members of the minority
community for the 2022 state
assembly polls.
Speaking to reporters,
Carlos Almeida, a Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) legislator
from the Vasco assembly
constituency said the BJP has
returned to power in Goa -- a
state where minorities
account for almost 33 per
cent of the nearly 1.5 million
population.
"In 2012, then CM
Manohar Parrikar gave seats
to minorities. That time, he
got 21 seats plus for the BJP
in Goa. Second time, in 2017,
Parrikar gave a lot of seats to
minorities, again we formed
the government but with less
seats," Almeida told
reporters.

"Later (in 2019), 10
Congress MLAs joined BJP,
out of which 8 are minorities," he said, referring to the
merger of 10 Congress MLAs
into the BJP in 2019.
Currently, 15 out of the 27
BJP MLAs are Catholics.
Almeida has now demanded the BJP should allocate at

AIRCEL MAXIS: COURT ISSUES
SUMMONS TO CHIDAMBARAM,
SON IN CBI, ED CASES
New Delhi: A Delhi Court
on Saturday issued summons
to former Union Minister P.
Chidambaram, his son Karti
Chidambaram and others in
ED and CBI cases in connection with the Aircel Maxis
case. The Court has taken
cognizance of the charge
sheets filed by the probe agencies in corruption
and money laundering charges.
Earlier, the court had reserved its order on the
point of cognizance on the CBI-ED charge sheet in
the Aircel Maxis case involving Chidambarams and
others. Additional Solicitor General Sanjay Jain,
appearing for probe agencies had earlier informed
the court that agencies have sent Letters Rogatory - documents making a request through a foreign
court to obtain information -- to different countries
and there are some developments on that.
The CBI had earlier submitted that it is working
on a new lead. Both agencies have filed the status
report too in court earlier.
The court had earlier directed the agencies to
file a status report in the Aircel Maxis case involving P. Chidambaram and his son Karti
Chidambaram which was adjourned sine die.
The court, while asking for reports from the
agencies, said that the allegations mentioned in the
charge sheet appeared to be "quite serious in
nature".

least 35 percent tickets to the
state's 40 assembly seats to
minority candidates, so that
Catholics come on board
with the BJP.
"My request to the party is
to give 35 per cent seats to
minorities again. So minorities will come on board with
the BJP," he said.

EX-KERALA SPORTSPERSONS
TO PROTEST FOR NOT GETTING
JOBS AS PROMISED
Thiruvananthapuram: Former Kerala
sportspersons,
who have represented the state
and the country,
will launch an
indefinite
protest on
December 1
near the secretariat against the state government not
providing them jobs as promised. "We are
deeply disappointed for more reasons
than one, as while we have not got any job
as promised, the state government claims
otherwise. We demand justice and want
the government to keep their word," said a
former athlete.
And what has caused even more despair
is that some people who managed to land
up jobs lack prescribed qualifications.
This, they claim, has happened with the
help of some officials, who played a key
role.These qualified sports personalities
say those who have got jobs do not meet
the qualification requirements as they
have participated in only invitation meets,
which are not recognised.

T

he police in Hyderabad
on Saturday arrested
socialite Shilpa
Chowdary and her husband
Tella Krishna Srinivas
Prasad in connection with a
multi-crore cheating case.
The couple allegedly
cheated some people promising them high interest on
their investments into real
estate business.
Shilpa Chowdary (46),
whose real name is Tella
Shilpa, and Prasad (56) were
arrested after a case was registered against them at the
Narsingi police station
under the Cyberabad Police
Commissionerate.
A woman had lodged a
complaint with the police,
alleging that Shilpa was not
returning her Rs 1.05 crore,
which she had given a year
ago for investment in real
estate business.
According to the police,
the woman was a friend of

Shilpa and used to attend
kitty parties hosted by the
latter. The complainant told
the police that Shilpa was
not responding to her calls
or text messages. The
accused also allegedly
threatened her and her family members by employing
bouncers.
The police arrested the
couple and questioned
them. They also checked
their bank accounts as part
of the investigations.

The police are conducting
further investigations, as the
couple is suspected to have
cheated some others promising them high returns on
their investments.
A police officer said that
as per their own statements,
the couple had taken Rs 5-6
crore from some people.
After learning about the
arrest of the couple, 2-3
women approached the
police with complaints
against Shilpa.

SRINAGAR | Agencies

T

he Jammu and Kashmir
police alongwith security
forces have arrested two terrorist associates linked with the
proscribed terror outfit Hizbul
Mujahideen (HM) at Awantipora in
Jammu and Kashmir's Pulwama
district, and recovered incriminating materials including ammunition from their possession, officials
said on Saturday.
"Awantipora Police along with
42RR and 130Bn CRPF arrested
two terrorist associates linked with
proscribed terror outfit HM," the
police said.
The arrested individuals have
been identified as Muzamil Ayoub
Bhat, a resident of Shahabad
Kharpora Bala Lalgam Awantipora,
and Suhail Manzoor Mohand, resident of Shahabad Kharpora Bala
Lalgam Awantipora.
"Incriminating materials,
ammunition including 383 rounds
of AK-47 were recovered from their

PANAJI: | Agencies

T

rinamool Congress MP
and the party's Goa incharge Mahua Moitra on
Saturday said that she does not
have to answer to every barking
dog, while responding to questions from the media, about BJP
national president J.P. Nadda's
attack on West Bengal's ruling
party.
"How do I care? Do I have to
answer every dog who barks on
the road sir. Do I need to answer.
We have a saying in Hindi 'Jab
haathi chala bazaar to kutte
bhonke hazaar'. Why should we
answer to comments made by
some other party's national
president, who lost in Bengal.
We have other work too," Moitra
told reporters at a press conference in Panaji.
Moitra was asked by media
persons to respond to questions
by Nadda, who during his visit
to Goa earlier this week, had
said that crime, human trafficking, etc had peaked in West
Bengal under the reign of TMC

Hyderabad|Agencies

J&K POLICE ARREST 2 TERRORIST ASSOCIATES

Don't have to answer to every barking
dog: Moitra on Nadda's criticism

possession," police said.
Police said the arrested terrorist
associates were in touch with HM
commanders and were involved in
transportation of arms and ammu-

nition, besides providing shelter
and other logistic support to
strengthen terror networks.
A case has been registered and
investigation has been initiated.

Badal, Akali leaders court
arrest in Chandigarh
CHANDIGARH| Agencies

S

led by Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee."Who is Naddaji, who
is JP Naddaji? He is the national
something of another party.
Why should we speak about
what he says. He had a chance.
He made these allegations in
Bengal every morning and
evening. What happened. The

Bihar teacher held in inebriated state,
hours after pledging no to liquor
PATNA | Agencies

people of Bengal rubbed it in his
face," Moitra said.
"Just because you cannot go
to Bengal, you are saying these
things here. Wonderful. Why
should I comment on some
other party's national president?
Please let him. I wish him good
luck," she also said.

hiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) President Sukhbir
Singh Badal on Saturday
courted arrest along with the
party's core committee members to register their protest
against the 'conspiracy' of the
Congress government in
Punjab to implicate party
leader Bikram Singh Majithia
in a 'false' drugs case.
Despite heavy security outside, senior leaders of the
party overcame barricading
to march to the Chief
Minister's residence and
courted arrest in front of it.
The SAD chief said that
state Congress President
Navjot Sidhu was resorting to
extra constitutional measures
by directing the state government to register a false case
against Majithia.
"The Chief Minister and
the Home Minister have not
only agreed to this demand

in order to divert attention
from the failures of the
Congress government, but
have also directed the DGP to
register the false case. The
SAD is very clear in this matter. All such persons will be
prosecuted once the SADBSP alliance government is

formed in the state next year.
We will also set up a commission to probe these false
cases, including those registered against Akali workers,"
Badal said.
Badal also made it clear
that SAD will not be intimidated by such tactics.

Mainly clear sky, very poor air quality in Delhi-NCR
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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headmaster of a primary school in West
Champaran district
was arrested in a drunken
state, hours after he took a
pledge not to consume booze
in dry state Bihar.
District police of West
Champaran arrested headmaster Kundan Kumar Gaur
on Friday night from Piparasi
border.
On Nasha Mukti Diwas, 3.5
lakh government and private
sector employees had taken
oath not to consume alcohol.
Gaur, headmaster of Sri
Patnagar primary school,
went to Uttar Pradesh to consume liquor. The police said
that Sri Patnagar is located
near the Uttar Pradesh border. Hence, a large number of
people from West
Champaran used to go there
to consume liquor. A large
number of liquor vends are
operational within 500 meter
radius from the border inside

He also asked Kejriwal to specify
that how many farmers have got
the facility of loan waiver or getting
free power in agriculture sector in
Delhi.
He also blamed Kejriwal for
making irresponsible utterances to
pursue his vested interests by
spreading misinformation about
non-implementation of recent propeople decisions taken by his government.
Countering the false claims of
the Delhi Chief Minister, Channi
challenged him to tell the people
about the prevailing prices of petrol
and diesel besides the rates of electricity being supplied to various
categories of consumers in his
state, which are far more higher
than in Punjab.
He pointed out Punjab is the
only state across the country where
people are getting petrol, diesel
and electricity at the cheaper rates.

Socialite, husband arrested in
multi-crore cheating case in Hyd

D

Uttar Pradesh.
"We have conducted the
breath analysis followed by a
medical examination of Gaur
which confirms that he was
heavily drunk," said Rajiv
Kumar Singh, SHO of

Piparasi police station.
During interrogation, Gaur
revealed that he along with
other teachers and students
of primary school, had taken
oath not to consume liquor
in future.

elhi-NCR woke up to a mainly
clear sky with an overall Air
Quality Index (AQI) of 384 and
a minimum temperature that is likely
to hover around 10 degrees celsius.
According to India Meteorological
Department (IMD), the maximum
temperature for the day will settle at
27 degrees Celsius.
This entire week, the maximum
and minimum temperatures are likely to hover around 27 and 10 degrees
celsius, respectively with foggy mornings.
The relative humidity at 8.30 a.m.
was recorded at 95 per cent.
According to the System of Air
Quality and Weather Forecasting And
Research (SAFAR), the level of PM2.5
and PM10 are very poor in the city's
air.An AQI between zero and 50 is
considered 'good', 51 and 100 'satisfactory', 101 and 200 'moderate', 201
and 300 'poor', 301 and 400 'very
poor', 401 and between 500 is considered 'severe'."Mostly calm or slow
winds during the night are

unfavourable for effective dispersion
of pollutants. The air quality is likely
to improve marginally but remains in
the upper end of the very poor category on November 27 and 28. The

Outlook for subsequent five days: The
air quality is likely to remain in the
Very Poor category. Gradual improvement is likely from November 27 till
November 30. PM2.5 to be the pre-

dominant pollutant," Air Quality
Early Warning System for Delhi
(Ministry of Earth Sciences) said in its
bulletin.
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TWO SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONALS TEST COVID POSITIVE IN B'LURU

NEW VARIANT ARRIVED!

Amid mounting global concerns over new coronavirus strain 'Omicron', Prime Minister Narendra Modi on
Saturday stressed the need to be proactive and directed officials to review plans for easing of international travel restrictions in light of the emerging new evidence.' The prime minister highlighted the need for monitoring all
international arrivals, their testing as per guidelines, with a specific focus on countries identified 'at risk'.
 Covid test now must at Gujarat
airports for int'l arrivals
 Kerala mulls quarantine for int'l
passengers
 48 nursing students test positive for Covid-19 in K'taka
 26 students found Covid-19
positive in Odisha school
 India adds over 8K fresh Covid
cases, 465 deaths in
 61 passengers who landed in
Holland from S.Africa test
Covid positive

STOP FLIGHTS
FROM COUNTRIES:
KEJRIWAL
"I urge Hon'ble PM to stop
flights from those countries which are affected
by new variant. With great
difficulty, our country has
recovered from Corona.
We should do everything
possible to prevent this
new variant from entering
India," Kejriwal tweeted
this morning.

Team Absolute|Bengaluru

T

wo South African nationals
have tested Covid-19 positive at the Kempegowda
International Airport here,
creating panic among the
health authorities over the new
Omicron variant of the lethal virus.
Bengaluru Rural Deputy
Commissioner K. Srinivas on
Saturday said further test reports
would ascertain whether the South
African nationals are infected with
the Omicron variant.The test results
will take another 48 hours to arrive,
the Health Department said.
Both have been sent to quarantine
centres, and they will stay there till
their test results confirm about the
new variant.Srinivas said that as
many as 584 people, so far, have
arrived here from 10 "high-risk"
nations, and as many as 94 individuals have come from South Africa
alone so far.He also visited the
Bengaluru airport to inspect the security and precautionary measures
being undertaken by the authorities
regarding examining the international passengers who arrive from high
risk countries where the Omicron
variant has been detected.

SCIENTISTS ON ALERT OVER HEAVILY
MUTATED OMICRON COVID VARIANT
Johannesburg: Researchers are
racing to track the rise of the new
variant of the SARS-CoV-2, which
is found to harbour a large number of the mutations found in
other variants, including
Delta.The new variant, known as
B.1.1.529, has been detected in
small numbers in South Africa.
The WHO on Friday assigned the
Greek letter Omicron to the variant.Researchers spotted B.1.1.529
in genome-sequencing data from
Botswana. The variant stood out
because it contains more than 30
changes to the spike protein -the SARS-CoV-2 protein that
recognises host cells and is the
main target of the body's immune
responses, Nature reported.Many
of the changes have been found
in variants such as Delta and
Alpha, and are linked to height-

ened infectivity and the ability to
evade infection-blocking antibodies.Genome sequencing and other
genetic analysis showed that the
B.1.1.529 variant was responsible
for all 77 of the virus samples
they analysed from Gauteng, collected between 12 and 20
November, the report said. The
variant harbours a spike mutation
that allows it to be detected by
genotyping tests that deliver
results much more rapidly than
genome sequencing does. The
variant harbours a high number
of mutations in regions of the
spike protein that antibodies recognize, potentially dampening
their potency. Further, scientists
suspect that Omicron could
dodge immunity conferred by
another component of the
immune system called T cells.

MAHA TO SCREEN
PASSENGERS FROM
10 COUNTRIES
Mumbai: The Maharashtra government has decided to screen air
passengers arriving to the state
from at least 10 known countries
where the much-feared new
Coronavirus variant 'Omicron' has
been detected. The BMC in consultation with the Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj International
Airport will make available a list of
all the passengers who have
arrived from abroad in the past 14
days to the Mumbai Metropolitan
Region. The officials will check the
passengers who have arrived here
from the 10 'high risk countries'
where the new and more dangerous Omicron variant has been
detected -- South Africa,
Botswana, Brazil, China, Israel,
Belgium, Hong Kong, Mauritius,
New Zealand and others.

30 TEST POSITIVE FOR COVID
IN MAHINDRA VERSITY
Hyderabad: Mahindra University on
Saturday shut its campus after 25
students and five staff members
were tested positive for Covid-19.
Tech Mahindra Ltd-promoted
university located at Bahadurpally
on the outskirts of Hyderabad has
sent the students home and
announced that online classes will
be conducted from Monday.
University sources told reporter that
25 students, one faculty member
and four support staff were tested
positive for Covid-19. Sources said a
total of 1,700 students and staff
members were tested for Covid.

Legislature doesn't conduct
study to assess impact of
laws it passes: CJI
❝

The legislature
does not conduct studies or assess
the impact of the laws
that it passes. This
sometimes leads to
big issues. The introduction of Section 138
of the Negotiable
Instruments Act is an
example of this. Now,
the already burdened
magistrates are further burdened by
thousands of these
cases".

❝
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Swami
Vivekananda
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peaking at the second
day of the valedictory
ceremony of
Constitution Day celebrations organized by the
Supreme Court, Chief Justice
of India N.V. Ramana on
Saturday said the legislature
does not conduct studies or
assess the impact of the laws
that it passes, and this sometimes leads to big issues. He
added that rebranding the
existing courts as commercial courts, without creating

a special infrastructure, will
not have any impact on the
pendency.
He emphasized on clearing misconceptions that
many people in this country
believe that it is the courts
which make the laws.
"Another set of misunderstandings relate to the belief
that the Courts are responsible for liberal acquittals and
adjournments. However, the
truth is that the public prosecutors, advocates and parties - all have to co-operate
with the judicial process.
Non-cooperation, procedural lapses and faulty investigation cannot be blamed on
Courts", he added.
Citing law minister Kiren
Rijiju that government has
been allocating substantial

amounts for development of
judicial infrastructure,
Justice Ramana added funds
are not the problem, instead
the problem is with some of
the states not coming forward to match the grants.
On Friday, the Chief
Justice said the laxman
rekha drawn by the
Constitution is sacrosanct.
"But, there are times when
courts are compelled to pay
attention to unresolved
grievances, in the interest of
justice. The intention behind
such limited judicial interventions is to nudge the
executive, and not to usurp
its role. The Constitutional
obligation and duty of the
judiciary to intervene needs
to be appreciated in this
context", he said.

LAW ON MSP 'UNLIKELY', SAYS HARYANA CM
H
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the government to buy all
the crops, which is not
possible".
The remark is being
considered as a "major
statement" as despite the
government's announcement of repealing the
three agricultural laws,
the agitation by farmers'
organisations is still going
on. Farmers' organisations are demanding the
Union government to
make a law on MSP.

aryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal has said
that "it is not possible"
to make a law on MSP
(Minimum Support Prices).
Talking to the media after
meeting Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in New Delhi
on Friday, the Haryana Chief
Minister, citing the opinion of
experts, said that it is "not possible to make a law on MSP as
doing so will put pressure on

Man kills five
Chennai goes under water, red
including a police alert issued for several TN dists
officer in Tripura

COURT CONCERNED
OVER 'UNARMED'
POLICEMEN ON DUTY

Team Absolute|Chennai

Agartala: In a tragic
incident, a man mysteriously killed a
police officer and
four others including
his two minor daughters in Tripura's
Khowai district,
police said on
Saturday. Khowai
District Superintendent of police Kiran Kumar K. said that
assailant Pradip Deb Roy, 40, shortly after midnight on Friday
murdered his two minor daughters -- Mandira and Aditi, aged
one and seven years, respectively, and then killed his elder
brother Amalesh Deb Roy, 45, when he prevented him from
doing so.He said that later, Deb Roy attacked an auto-rickshaw
driver passing through a nearby road and killed Krishna Das,
45, the owner of the three-wheeler who along with his family
members was returning home from a social function.
Deb Roy's wife Mina Deb Roy, 32 and Das's son Karnadhir
Das, 22, were also critically injured in the attack, and later shifted to Govind Ballabh Pant Medical College and Hospital.
The police arrested the assailant and started probing into the
incident. A local court has sent him to 14-day judicial custody.

T

he Singara or Beautiful
Chennai turned into
Venice with roads
waterlogged and several
homes getting inundated
owing to the heavy rains that
poured throughout Friday
night and Saturday morning.
The rains and the subsequent inundation have put
normal lives out of gear in
the city.The weather department has warned of more
rains issuing a red alert for
several districts including
Chennai, one of the smart
cities.More than 20 districts
in Tamil Nadu experienced
continuous rains. The government has declared a holiday for educational institutions in 23 districts on
Saturday.
Several localities in
Chennai went under water

and subways have been
closed for traffic due to flooding. Traffic has been diverted
in several places due to
waterlogged roads.
With increased water
inflow, the shutters of the

Chembarambakkam lake
were raised to let out surplus
water.In the districts, several
acres of paddy fields went
under water damaging the
crops. Meanwhile the weather department has predicted

heavy rains for Chennai,
Tiruvallur, Kancheepuram,
Chengalpattu, Tenkasi,
Tirunelveli and Thoothukudi
districts. Fishermen have
been advised not to venture
into the sea.

New Delhi: A Delhi court has expressed its concern over
Naib Courts -- policemen who act as a liaison between a
local police station, jail authorities, and the court having the
jurisdiction of a particular area -- doing their duty
'unarmed' despite warnings and sought a report on this
regard from the Commissioner of police.The bench of
Additional Sessions Judge Sonu Agnihotri noted that the
Naib Courts, despite earlier circular issued by Police
Department, prosecution attend Court unarmed.The Court
also sought separate reports in this regard be sought from
CP, Delhi, and DCP, South East.The bench asked the officials concerned to place before it a charter of duties of prosecution Naib Court, if any, as it found the behaviour of one
naib strange, who left the Court without informing.

India ranks third globally in organ CENTRE DECRIMINALISES STUBBLE
donation and transplantation: Report BURNING: AGRICULTURE MINISTER
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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ndia now ranks third in the world
in organ donation and transplantation as the total number of
organ transplants done per year in
the country has increased to 12,746
in the year 2019, Union Minister for
Health and Family Welfare
(MoHFW) Mansukh Mandaviya said
here on Saturday Mandaviya was citing a report by Global Observatory
on Donation and Transplantation
(GODT). "It makes me immensely
proud to share that the total number
of organ transplants done per year in
the country has increased from 4,990
in the year 2013 to 12,746 in the year
2019 and India now ranks third in
the world only behind USA and
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China as per the data available on
the Global Observatory on Donation
and Transplantation (GODT) website," he said while addressing the
12th Indian Organ Donation Day in
the presence of Union Minister of
State for Health and Family Welfare
Bharati Pravin Pawar. "Similarly, the
organ donation rate has increased to
about four times as compared to
2012-13. However, we are still facing
a huge gap between the number of
patients requiring transplantation
and the number of people who consent to donate their organs after
death. Further, the organ donation
and transplantation activities have
been negatively impacted due to
Covid-19 pandemic which we hope
to leave behind soon," he added.

U

nion Agriculture
Minister Narendra Singh
Tomar on Saturday said
the Central government has
agreed to the farmers' demand
of decriminalising stubble
burning.
The Union Minister also
appealed to the farmers to end
the agitation and go to their
homes as the announcement
to repeal the three farm laws, which they are
protesting against, has been already made.
Stubble burning by farmers in the neighbouring states of Delhi has been cited as one
of the reasons behind poor air quality in the
National Capital Region.
As a measure to stop stubble burning, the
Supreme Court had suggested the secretaries

in the government should
visit fields and engage with
farmers and also with the
scientists, to find a permanent solution to combat the
menace of air pollution.
Meanwhile, hardening
their stand, the Samyukta
Kisan Morcha (SKM) had
put forth six conditions in
an open letter to the Prime
Minister and threatened to
continue the agitation if the
government failed to discuss those six issues
with the farmers.
Notably, assemblies, rallies, marches, and
chakka jams, etc across various states were
held to mark the one-year completion of the
farmers' agitation -- that prompted the government to withdraw the three contentious
farm bills.
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Conspiracy to frame me in Anil
Deshmukh-style: Nawab Malik

AFTER 20 MONTHS, MAHA LIFTS
ALL LOCKDOWN RESTRICTIONS M

Team Absolute|Mumbai

In a significant decision, the
Maharashtra government
on Saturday lifted all lockdown restrictions with conditions, allowing economic,
social, cultural, sports and
entertainment activities as
before the pandemic days,
with major emphasis on
full vaccination, an official
statement said here.
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I

n a significant decision, the
Maharashtra government on
Saturday lifted all lockdown
restrictions with conditions, allowing
economic, social, cultural, sports and
entertainment activities as before the
pandemic days, with major emphasis
on full vaccination, after nearly 20

months.As part of the easing, strict
Covid appropriate behaviour will
remain mandatory as per the rules,
said Chief Secretary Sitaram Kunte in
a 5-page order. The government has
decreed that only the fully vaccinated
persons shall be permitted to travel
vide all modes of public transport as
also for entry to malls, shops, establishments, ticketed or non-tickets
events, programs, shows, public gatherings, where all the organisers shall

also be fully vaccinated.All fliers to
Maharashtra from any international
destination shall be governed by the
Central government rules, but all
domestic passengers must be fully
vaccinated or carry an RT-PCR test
report with 72 hours validity. As earlier, only 50 per cent attendance will
continue for theatres, cinemas, marriages, conventions, etc held in closed
spaces, and up to 25 percent of the
capacity of any open-to-sky venues.In

Only repeated Maha BJP chief's
remarks: Rane on MVA govt collapse
Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

fter predicting that the
Maha Vikas Aghadi
(MVA) government in
Maharashtra will fall by
March next year, Union
Minister for MSMEs Narayan
Rane clarified that he only
repeated what BJP state president Chandrakant Patil said.
On Friday, Rane told
IANS: "I only said what
Chandrakant Patil said -that it would happen... nothing else. Whatever was discussed can be discussed but
I only repeated what Patil
said... and wish it would
happen. During his visit to
Jaipur, Rane said the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
will come to power in
Maharashtra by March next
year. After Rane's comment,
speculations started doing
rounds in political circles
and it was fuelled by the
presence of former
Maharashtra Chief Minister
and Leader of Opposition

Devendra Fadnavis in the
national capital. Sources said
that Fadnavis met Union
Home Minister, and BJP
national general secretary
(organisation) BL Santhosh.
In Jaipur, Rane had said:
"Soon there will be a BJP
government in Maharashtra
by March. You will see a
change. Some secrets are
guarded while forming the
government and it cannot be
made public. If it comes out
in public, the change of government in the state may be
delayed by a month or two."
The MVA government, a
coalition of three parties -the Congress, NCP and the

Shiv Sena -- has failed. In
such a scenario, the return of
BJP is evident. Whether the
government falls or some
parties break away from the
coalition is part of the details
which cannot be discussed,"
he said. Downplaying Rane's
comment, a senior BJP
leader termed it as his personal observation and said
that March is still far away.
"Rane may have plans, but
it was not discussed in the
party. It is his personal
observation. The MVA government will fall over its own
differences. Rest are mere
speculations," a senior party
leader said.

case the total people attending such
events exceeds 1,000, then the organisers must inform the District Disaster
Management Authority which will
send its officials to ensure compliance of CAB, and if the same are violated may order closure of part or full
venue.All people must observe the
Covid-19 norms like wearing facemasks, maintain at least 6 feet physical distance, ensure hygiene, sanitise/wash hands frequently, and
those found violating the CAB shall
be fined Rs 500.All establishments
which do not ensure their guests/visitor implement these norms would be
penalised Rs 10,000, or otherwise
flouting the same may face closure till
the disaster norms are in
force.Defaulters in public transport
like buses or taxis shall be fined Rs
500 along with the driver, conductor,
etc, while the operators will be
slapped with Rs 10,000 penalty, or
withdrawal of licence till the disaster
norms remain in force.

aharashtra Minorities Affairs Minister
Nawab Malik on Saturday made a
startling claim that a conspiracy is
underway to frame him in an 'Anil
Deshmukh-style fake case', allegedly at the
"behest" of some officials in central agencies but did not identify them. Talking to mediapersons, Malik claimed that he has acquired
some e-mails and WhatsApp chats of officers
of Central probe agencies "instigating" people
to lodge false complaints against him."I have
all the evidence with full details of the conspirators... I am going to lodge a complaint
with Mumbai Police Commissioner and also
Union Home Minister Amit Shah for a thorough probe and necessary action," Malik
asserted.The Minister -- who has launched a
crusade against Nartcotics Control Bureau
Zonal Director Sameer Wankhede - said that
he has acquired solid evidence that "a plot is
being hatched to trap him in a false case like
that of former home minister Anil Deshmukh,
currently in judicial custody."Malik added
that for the past couple of months after he
started his serial expose on Wankhede and
the 'farzi' (fraudulent) rave party raid on the
Cordelia Cruise on October 2, he and his family are being "shadowed" by some suspicious

unknown persons.
"They are making enquiries about my family, my grandchildren, my own movements,
clicking pictures of my home and offices...
Last week, when I traveled abroad (Dubai),
they had come again, but were given a hot
chase by some people in my locality as they
took unauthorised photos of my home,"
Malik said. Some youngsters on motorcycles
pursued the duo in the car and intercepted
them near the Lokmanya Tilak Terminus,
and questioned them. "They claimed that
they sped off in their car as they panicked
and feared a beating from the youngsters...
Subsequently, after we posted their photos
on social media, people voluntarily came forward with details and information on the
duo and their car, how one of them has been
continuously stalking me and other things.
Now, I shall lodge a police complaint against
them," Malik said. The senior Nationalist
Congress Party national spokesperson reiterated that he would not be cowed down by
any Central agency's officers "attempting to
entrap him in a sham matter", and vowed to
continue his ongoing campaign on various
fronts. Against the backdrop of his startling
revelations in the past couple of months, the
state government had recently enhanced the
security cover for Malik.

FULL VACCINATION OR PENALTY:

Maharashtra's new rules
to tackle omicron variant
Earlier in the day, Mumbai
announced various precautionary measures,
including quarantine of
people arriving from
South Africa, in the wake
of the spread of the new
omicron variant of
coronavirusMonday, his
family sources said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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n wake of the emergence of the
new Coronavirus variant 'omicron'
in South Africa and other nations,
the Maharashtra government on
Saturday swung into action and
issued fresh restrictions for people in

the state and travellers arriving from
other destinations.
According to the state government's guidelines, all domestic travellers must either be fully vaccinated
or carry an RT-PCR test report not
older than 72 hours. Passengers
arriving from any international destination shall be governed by directions of the government of India in
this respect, as per the official order.
The Maharashtra government has
also made complete vaccination
against Covid-19 mandatory for people using public transport and are
using public places including government offices, shops, malls etc.
Further, maintaining Covid-19appropriate behaviour in taxis, private cars has been made compulsory.
A penalty of ?500 would be
imposed on those who are found

violating the norms and also on the
conductor/driver. Vehicles owners
will be charged a fine of ?10,000 if a
passenger is found violating norms
inside their vehicles.
Maximum attendance at weddings in open places, lawns, grounds
has been limited to 25% of the
venue's capacity. In closed spaces,
the limit has been capped at 50% of
the capacity.
Earlier in the day, Mumbai
announced various precautionary
measures, including quarantine of
people arriving from South Africa, in
the wake of the spread of the new
omicron variant of coronavirus. The
samples collected from these people
will be sent for genome sequencing,
said the city's mayor, Kishori
Pednekar.
'Omicron' was first detected in
Botswana in southern Africa on

November 9. Since then the variant
has been reported in Belgium, Hong
Kong and Israel. The variant is
reported to have a significantly high
number of mutations, and thus, has
serious public health implications
for the country, in view of recently
relaxed visa restrictions and opening
up of international travel."

Maharashtra Congress President asks govt
Sex ratio at birth drops in Maharashtra, to convert official bungalow to party office
sizeable dip in several districts
The bungalow opposite
NATIONAL FAMILY HEALTH SURVEY (NFHS-5):
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une has seen a 54point decline in sex
ratio at birth, according
to the fifth round of National
Family Health Survey
(NFHS-5). Another 17 districts in Maharashtra have
shown a sizeable dip in sex
ratio at birth, according to
NFHS-5 data.Overall, the sex
ratio at birth in Maharashtra
has dipped by 11 points and
is now at 913 girls/1000
boys. In the last survey five
years ago, the sex ratio at
birth was 924 girls/1000
boys.A skewed sex ratio at
birth shows a strong preference for male child and continued sex-selective practices in the country, the
Population Foundation of
India has said. In its statement, the NGO has urged
the government to invest in
girls' education and make
efforts towards increasing

the value of the girl
child.Across Maharashtra,
the sex ratio at birth in
urban areas has declined to
878 girls/1000 boys. Pune,
however, has registered a 54point decline. As against 927
girls/1000 boys in the 201516 (NFHS-4), the recent survey has noted that the sex
ratio of children born in the
last five years was 873
girls/1000 boys.The districts
of Pune, Hingoli, urangabad,
Bhandara, Mumbai (suburban), Beed, Jalgaon, Jalna
and other districts have also
shown a significant decline
in sex ratio at birth, with the
ratio dropping lower than
900 girls/1000 boys in some
districts.Aurangabad has
shown a decline in sex ratio
at birth for children born in
the last five years at
875/1000 boys, as against
the last survey where the sex
ratio at birth was 1,130/1000
boys.Sex ratio at birth has

also dropped in Bhandara,
from 1204 girls/1000 boys to
897 girls/1000 boys, Beed
(843 girls/1000 boys as
against 1046 girls/1000 boys)
Hingoli (838 girls/1000 boys
as against 992 girls /1000
boys in the last survey),
Jalgaon (857/1000 boys as
against 922/1000 boys) and
Jalna (867 girls/1000 boys as
against 880 girls /1000
boys).However, districts
such as Amravati (1090
girls/1000 boys), Buldhana
(1,036 girls/1000 boys),
Gadchiroli (1,098 girls/1000
boys), Dhule (919 girls/1000
boys), Osmanabad (1,050
/1000 boys) and others have
shown a rise in sex ratio at
birth.Gondia, Kolhapur and
Latur are also among districts which have noted a rising trend. However, Nagpur,
Mumbai Suburban, Nanded,
Nandurbar, and Nashik have
seen a decline in sex ratio at
birth. NFHS -5 fieldwork for

Maharashtra was conducted
from June to December,
2019, by the Indian Institute
of Health Management
Research (IIHMR).When
contacted, Dr Archana Patil,
state director of health, said
that different data sources
indicate different figures. "As
per civil registration system
data, sex ratio at birth is
improving. Also, the state
supervisory committee's
meeting is expected to be
held every six months," said
Dr Patil. Advocate Varsha
Deshpande, who of the
National Inspection and
Monitoring Committee for
implementing the PreConception and Pre-Natal
Diagnostic Techniques (PCPNDT) Act, alleged that this
issue was neglected during
the pandemic. "There has
been no meeting of the state
supervisory board for PCPNDT Act for the last two
years," she claimed.

the Mantralaya was allot ted to Patole after he was
elected the Speaker of the
legislative assembly in
2020. He resigned from
the post in February 2021
but continued to stay in
the bungalow. Monday,
his family sources said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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aharashtra CONGRESS chief
Nana Patole has asked the state
government to convert the residential bungalow allotted to him into an
office for Congress as he finds the present Congress office at Colaba "inconvenient."Patole has not vacated the bungalow even though he has stepped down
as Speaker of the legislative assembly.
The bungalow, A-9, located on Madame
Cama Road opposite the Mantralaya

was allotted to Patole after he was elected the Speaker of the legislative assembly in 2020. He resigned from the post in
February 2021 but continued to stay in
the bungalow. According to the rules, an
official residence has to be vacated in 15
days. However, in this case, no vacating
process has been started by the general
administration department and the
PWD. Patole said, "Our party office,
Gandhi Bhavan, was demolished for
Metro 3 (connecting Colaba and Seepz)

and we got space in Tanna house at
Colaba. This is not convenient for us.
Hence, I have asked the government to
permit the conversion of the official
bungalow A-9 into the party office. Of
course, this will be temporary. We will
get our regular accommodation once
Metro 3 is completed." Asked if this was
a way to retain the bungalow for continued use for residential purposes, he
said, "How can one stay here once this
becomes an office." Patole said the Shiv
Sena has also been allowed to convert
one bungalow into their office Shivalaya on Madame Cama Road.
PWD officials said that one minister
of state from Sena had converted his
official bungalow for the party's use
during the BJP-Sena rule from 2014 to
2019, but Patole won't be permitted.
PWD insiders said Patole has got not
any extension from Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray.Sujata Saunik of
the General Administration
Department said, "A residence cannot
be converted into an office." PWD
Executive Engineer, Bombay
Presidency, Chandrakant Naik said,
"All allotments and works related to
evacuation are with the PWD."

OWAISI TO CAMPAIGN FOR MAHARASHTRA MUNICIPAL POLLS
While parties like the Trinamool
Congress are aggressively poaching
the support bases of the Congress,
the party will also have to contend
with the presence of the All India
Majlis-E-Ittehadul Muslimeen
(AIMIM) in Maharashtra. AIMIM will
soft-launch its campaign for the
Maharashtra municipal polls with a
rally at the BKC on December 11
Monday, his family sources said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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hile parties like the Trinamool Congress
are aggressively poaching the support
bases of the Congress, the party will also
have to contend with the presence of the All

India Majlis-E-Ittehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM) in
Maharashtra. Next month, the AIMIM will softlaunch its campaign for the Maharashtra municipal polls with a rally at the Bandra-Kurla
Complex (BKC) in Mumbai on December 11,
which will be addressed by party chief and Lok
Sabha member of Parliament (MP) Asaduddin
Owaisi and touch upon issues confronting the
Muslim community. The AIMIM is attacking the
Congress and the Nationalist Congress Party
(NCP) for allying with the pro-Hindutva Shiv
Sena and for seeking the votes of the Muslims,
yet dragging its feet on providing quotas for
them. It is also demanding the revival of the waqf
board and using its resources for the community's welfare.Led by the firebrand Owaisi brothers
from Hyderabad-Asaduddin and member of
Legislative Assembly (MLA) Akbaruddin Owaisi,
the AIMIM appeals to a section of Muslims like
the youth, who are of the opinion that the "secular" parties use them as a vote bank, while the

community continued to be institutionally neglected and socially, politically and educationally
backward. The AIMIM, which contested the 2019
Lok Sabha elections with Prakash Ambedkar's
Vanchit Bahujan Aghadi (VBA), notched up its
first victory outside Hyderabad, with its Imtiaz
Jaleel breaching the saffron stronghold of
Aurangabad.Congress-NCP leaders grumble that
the VBA ate into the "secular" votes, causing their
defeat in eight constituencies. Though the
alliance fell apart later, the AIMIM won two seats
in the Maharashtra Assembly. "Between 2014
and 2019, the Congress and NCP were seeking
that the erstwhile Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
government must introduce quotas for the
Muslims. But, why are they dragging their feet
now that they are in power?" questioned Jaleel,
AIMIM MP from Aurangabad, and the party's
Maharashtra chief. The Bombay high court (HC)
had stayed the Maratha quota and reservations
in jobs for Muslims that was introduced by the

erstwhile Congress-NCP regime in 2014, but did
not stay the decision to reserve 5% seats for
Muslims in education. The BJP-Shiv Sena government later approved a bill for Maratha reservations, but did not cover Muslims. Muslims
form 11.54% of Maharashtra's population, the
fourth-largest after Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal
and Bihar, with substantial numbers in Mumbai,
Marathwada, Vidarbha and North Maharashtra.
The AIMIM is demanding a revival package for
the Maharashtra State Board of Waqf (MSBW),
which controls 93,000 acre of prime Muslim
endowment lands across Maharashtra, but has
few resources to protect it. "The board must get a
one-time (revival) package. These vacant lands
must be used for starting schools, commercial
complexes to generate employment, and hostels
for girls." sought Jaleel, noting that most waqf
lands are encumbered. Jaleel said they had originally planned to hold the rally as part of this
campaign on November 27, but were denied per-

missions by the police citing Covid-19 restrictions. He stated that the Shiv Sena, Congress,
NCP and the BJP, were conducting public meetings, even without the consent of the police. The
AIMIM has, hence, threatened to hold the meeting at the BKC grounds, even if the permissions
do not come through and its workers will come
to Mumbai in vehicles flying the tricolour,
instead of the party standard, to mark the 75th
year of India's independence. Jaleel said that
while political motives could be attributed to this
campaign being launched before the municipal
elections, they were "raising genuine questions at
the right time." Critics of the Muslim quota move
oppose religion-based reservations, and note
how weaker sections in the community have
already been covered in categories like Other
Backward Class (OBC). The economically-weaker groups can seek quota benefits under the 10%
economically weaker sections (EWS) reservations.
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CM calls emergency meeting:

INCIDENT THAT OCCURED DUE TO MONEYLENDERS-USURERS
IS HEARTBREAKING AND UNBEARABLE– CHOUHAN
 STRICT ACTION
WILL BE TAKEN
AGAINST MONEYLENDERS WITHOUT LICENSE
 ACTIVITIES OF
MONEYLENDERS USURERS WILL BE
CLOSELY MONITORED
Team Absolute |Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that
Friday's incident that took
place due to arbitrary interest being
charged by usurers and moneylenders is heart breaking and
unbearable. Taking this seriously,
Chouhan directed to take strict
action against those indulging in
usury. Chouhan said that the activi-

C

ties of usurers and moneylenders
would be closely monitored.
Chouhan was addressing an emergency meeting convened at his residence-office to control the illegal
money-lending and usury activities.
Chouhan discussed about the pro-

visions of Moneylenders Act and
Scheduled Caste Loans Regulations.
Chief Secretary Iqbal Singh Bains,
Additional Chief Secretary Home
Rajesh Rajoura, Director General of
Police Vivek Johri and other officers
were present in the meeting.

Chouhan said that some people
give loans without any license at
arbitrary rates of interest and harass
people mentally for recovery. Many
times more money is charged than
the money lended. There is a need
to run a campaign to strictly curb
such activities. There is no objection in respect of the licensed moneylenders, who provide loans at the
rate of interest as per rules. But
extorting money by giving loans
and forcing people to commit suicide, is unbearable. Chouhan
directed to take strict action against
the persons involved in the incident
that happened recently. Chouhan
said that there is a law for the tribes
in this regard. There is a need to
campaign for such activities happening with other communities. All
concerned departments should
ensure coordinated and concrete
action in this regard. Chief Minister
said that it should be assessed how
many persons are currently registered for lending money on interest.
The information of unregistered
persons who are conducting these
activities should be collected. There
is an arrangement of registration by
urban bodies in urban areas and by
Panchayats in rural areas.

Bisahulal Sing Apologies Over His CM
"Upper Caste Women..." Remark EXPRESSES
 The minister on
Wednesday at an
event said that
upper caste and
influential people
restrict their womenfolk to the
household, so if we
want social equality, then these
women should be
pulled out of their
homes.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

S

tate Food and Civil
Supplies Minister
Bisahulal Singh on
Friday apologised for his

'Thakur women' statement
made while at an event stating that his remarks were
misconstrued and that it was
not his intention to hurt the
sentiments of any particular
community.
The minister on
Wednesday at an event said
that upper caste and influential people restrict their womenfolk to the household, so if
we want social equality, then
these women should be
pulled out of their homes.
Singh said, "I apologize if
anyone's sentiments got hurt,
but I didn't say it to degrade
any community. My motive
was to say that women of all
backgrounds should do
social service with equality.
People twisted my words."

"I didn't talk about Thakur
women or women of MP. I
pointed to the people from
our board and Brahmins
from the district. I don't think
I said anything wrong. If people are still hurt, I apologize,"
Singh said.
"The family members of
our party's officers were
absent, that is why I said that
all of them should be brought
out and come forward to
work for the society and the
party," he said.
Earlier too the minister
had made controversial
remarks about the wife of
Congress candidate
Vishwanath Singh Anjum, on
which the Election
Commission sought an
answer from the BJP.

GRIEF
Bhopal:
Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has paid
humble tributes by
expressing grief on the
demise of Ajay Pal
Singh ji, revered father
of
journalist
Pushpendra Singh.
Chouhan has said in
the condolence message that the sad news
of the death of Ajay Pal
Singh ji has been
received. He prayed to
God to give peace to the
departed soul and
strength to the family
members to bear this
deep loss.

Harassed by Moneylenders, Bhopal Family of Five
Attempts Suicide; 2 Teen Girls Among 3 Dead
 Police said the family suffered huge
losses during the
Covid-19 lockdown
last year, and were
forced to borrow
money.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

H

um buzdil nahin,
majboor hain." (We
are helpless, not cowards). These were the words
in a suicide note written by a
family of five from Bhopal,
before taking the extreme
step following constant
harassment from moneylenders. Three of the family
members died as a result,
including two teenaged girls,
police said.
The incident took place on
the intervening night of
November 25 and 26, when
Sanjiv Joshi, his wife Archana
(43), mother Nandita (67),
and daughters Grishma (19)
and Poorvi (16) all attempted
death by suicide. On being
called to the scene, police
rushed them to hospital
where Nandita and Poorvi
died. Grishma died during
treatment the next day. Two
pet dogs of the family also
died. According to police,
Joshi, an auto spares dealer,

and his family had suffered
losses during the Covid-19
lockdown last year. The family has named six people in
the note - two men and four
women. Police have booked
people named in the note for
abetment of suicide and further investigation is on.
Police said in the note the
family also claimed that
despite recovering massive
sums, people named were
still demanding money and
had even threatened to
abduct the girls. Police further said Archana was running a school that had shut
down five years ago, and she
had since started a grocery
shop at home. The shop suffered heavy losses during
lockdown last year and the
family was forced to borrow
money, police added.
The note mentioned that
the family had paid huge
sums, but had yet to pay Rs
3.78 lakh, police said. The
note mentions that Grishma
and Purvi wished to become
data scientist and fashion
designer, but the moneylenders had upset their
dreams and lives. The note
also expresses despair over
the behaviour of relatives,
police added. Police said
Grishma was pursuing
BTech while Purvi was a student of Class X in a private

school. The note mentions
that despite paying Rs
80,000, the loan remained
the same at Rs 3.72 lakh and
the family had to sell off
household items to repay
the loan. The interest rate
was fixed at 2 per cent, but
they were later charged Rs
10,000 on a weekly basis.
Local residents said Joshi
had sufficient properties to
repay the loan, but the moneylenders harassed them
publicly to such an extent
that the family took the
extreme step. One of their
relatives, Rakesh Singh, said
the family had three plots of
land, two shops and a house.
They had struck a deal to sell
their house for Rs 36 lakh
but the moneylenders
harassed them so much that
they decided to die, Singh
added.
Condemning the acts of
the moneylenders, chief
minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has ordered strict
action against unlawful elements. He called the incident "heart-wrenching and
shocking". Chouhan also
held a meeting at the CM
House for discussing
moneylending activities and
the relevant action on
Saturday. Moneylenders will
be closely monitored, he has
said.

CM planted Gulmohar and Khirni saplings
Team Absolute | Bhopal
hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan today planted
Gulmohar and Khirni saplings in
Smart City Park. Member of Parliament
VD Sharma and Gyaneshwar Patil also
accompanied him in the plantation.
Chief Minister Chouhan also planted
saplings with Mahendra Choure,
Rakesh Tiwari and Kamlesh
Maheshwari of Pacific Blue Society
Hoshangabad Road, Bhopal.
Chouhan is planting saplings every
day with social organisations, voluntary
organisations and people working in
the field of environment-conservation
and cleanliness with the aim of encouraging community participation in environment-conservation activities. In this
sequence, Chouhan along with the representatives of Pacific Blue Society
planted saplings. Pacific Blue Society, is
a totally green and clean society. The
Society has continuously worked tirelessly in the last 5 years to make its

C

campus lush, green and clean. At present, more than one thousand trees and
plants of more than one hundred
species are flourishing in the campus.
A unit to make organic manure from
wet waste has been established in the
society and a small Miyawaki forest of
medicinal fruit plants, Nakshatra
Vatika, Tulsi Van and fragrant flowering

plants have been planted. For cleanliness, special dustbins have been kept
on every floor in the society. Pledge letters have been filled by every household to keep the waste segregated. A
special team of the Central
Government has also come to see the
waste disposal and greenery of Pacific
Blue.

Service and help of the public is the first priority of the police: Governor Minto Hall To Be Renamed
Team Absolute |Bhopal

G

overnor Mangubhai Patel said
that the society always
respects service, truth and
courage. Individuals honoured for
their outstanding services create history. Their honour is the honour of
dedicated service to the country and
society. It inspires the future generations to do social service, encourages
them to get medals and get their
name registered in history.
Maintaining the honour of this
medal is the ultimate duty of the decorated officer-employee.
Patel was addressing the officersemployees of Police, Jail and Home
Guard honoured with Vishisht Seva
Medal, Meritorious Service Medal,
Civil Defense Medal and Jeevan
Raksha Padak at Raj Bhavan on
Friday.
Patel said that the respect to the
uniform is the respect to the society
and the country. This uniform is a
symbol of public safety. Instils a
sense of pride in people. All of us
countrymen feel safe in its shadow.

Uniformed soldiers posted on the
borders even sacrifice their lives
while fighting against the enemies
even in adverse conditions. Uniforms
protect us in internal security. In the
time of natural calamities also these
same people come forward as savior
of life. Perform relief and rescue
works with a dedicated spirit. We all
should have a sense of respect and
pride for the uniform.
Patel said that the service and help
of the common man should be the
first priority for the police officers
and employees. Always do your duty

CM CALLS ON GOVERNOR

Bhopal: Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan met
Governor Mangubhai Patel at Raj Bhavan on Saturday.
Chouhan invited Governor Patel for a programme to be
organised at Patalpani Mhow on December 4, the Balidan
Diwas of Jannayak Tantya Mama.

with this spirit. He said that antisocial elements and anti-national
forces should be repressed with full
rigour. It is also the responsibility of
the police that no injustice should
ever be done to an innocent. People
should always feel safe. He said that
efforts should be made to improve
the identity of the State Police with its
excellent work and make its publicfriendly image more solid.
Patel said that to further improve
the law and order of the state, one
should be constantly alert and vigilant. Make efforts to increase aware-

ness against women's crimes and
empower girls and women for selfdefence. Today is the time of
advanced technology, internet and
social media. It has many advantages, but cases of its misuse are also
coming to the fore. Due to this cyber
crimes are increasing. Police need to
pay special attention to modernization. Giving heartfelt congratulations
and best wishes for the Amrit
Mahotsav of Independence,
Governor Shri Patel said that other
members of the police force would
also take inspiration from the
respected police officers and employees. With your excellent services, the
name of the state and society will be
illuminated.
Director General of Police Vivek
Johri said that the State Police has set
high ideals of social commitment by
doing excellent work of patriotism
and public service. Apart from strictly
controlling Naxal activities, a statewide campaign has also been
launched to curb crimes. Women's
desks have been set up in seven hundred police stations of the state.

After Kushabhau Thakre
 The hall was built
with the soil and
water of this place
as well as the
sweat and toil of
people from here.
But it still carried
the name Minto,
Shivraj Singh
Chouhan said.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan on
Friday announced that
Minto Hall, the Old Vidhan
Sabha in Bhopal, will be
renamed as Kushabhau
Thakre Hall after the BJP's
former national president
and enduring stalwart of the

party in the state.
Addressing the state BJP's
executive meet in Bhopal,
the Chief Minister said the
hall was built with the soil
and water of this place as
well as the sweat and toil of
people from here. But it still
carried the name Minto.
"Kushabhau Thakre is the
person who created many
stalwarts in the BJP, including former chief ministers
Sunderlal Patwa, Kailash
Joshi and Virendra Kumar
Saklecha as well as Vikram
Verma, Faggan Singh Kulaste
and Shivraj Singh Chouhan.
Minto Hall will be named
after Kushabhau Thakre," he
said amid applause from BJP
members.Speaking on other
issues, he said the state government's "Laadli Laxmi"
scheme, which seeks to pro-

vide a host of benefits to the
girl child, had begun to show
results as the sex ratio in the
state has improved from 912
females for every 1,000 males
to 956 for every 1,000 as per
the national health survey
report.
Hitting out at the Congress
for claiming the BJP will
change the Constitution,
Chouhan said that it was
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi who had started the
tradition of celebrating
November 26 as
"Constitution Day.".
The Chouhan government
had earlier changed the
name of Habibganj station to
Rani Kamalapati railway station and renamed Pataalpani
railway station near Indore
after tribal hero Tantya
Bheel.

Enthusiasm in Malwa -Nimar region over Kranti Surya Jannayak Tantya Bhil Gaurav Yatra
T
Team Absolute|Bhopal
here is much enthusiasm in the entire
Malwa and Nimar region over Kranti
Surya Jannayak Tantya Bhil Gaurav
Yatra. Chief Minister Shri Shivraj Singh
Chouhan will reach Baroda Ahir village in
Pandhana tehsil of Khandwa district on
November 27 where the holy soil of Tantya
Mama'a birthplace will be filled in the Kalash
and worshipped. This Kalash will then pass
through various tribal areas of Malwa and
Nimar with respect and reverence in the form
of a yatra. Similarly, on November 27, a Kalash
Yatra will also start from Bajna in Ratlam district. These Yatras of faith and reverence will
meet in Dhar on December 3. From here it
will reach Indore. In Indore, this yatra will culminate at Patalpani via Rajbada on the morning of December 4, where Jannayak Tantya
Mama had lost his life. A Kalash Yatra will
come from Jabalpur in Mahakaushal zone
with the holy soil of the land where the
Britishers hanged Jannayak Tantya Mama.
Jannayak Tantya Bhil Gaurav Yatra while
passing through different districts of Indore
and Ujjain divisions will meet at Dhar on
December 3. These yatras will reach Patalpani

on December 4. Meetings and other programmes will be organized on the Yatra route.
Various activities will be conducted regularly
in the coming week to ensure public participation in this grand event. Divisional
Commissioner Dr. Pawan Kumar Sharma
informed that food, lodging and all other
basic arrangements would be ensured for the
people attending the programme being
organized to pay homage to Jannayak Tantya
Mama. During the Kalash Yatra, full care will
be taken of the traffic system and adequate
teams will be appointed to maintain law and
order. Collector Shri Manish Singh has told
that adequate parking arrangement will also
be ensured for the people coming to the
venue of Patalpani by bus and other means.
Instructions have been given by the Divisional
Commissioner Pawan Kumar Sharma regarding the systematic organization of the yatra
after holding discussion with the collectors of
all the concerned districts. He has told that
necessary arrangements are being ensured in
coordination with the collectors of the districts and various organizations. Nodal officers
have been appointed at the divisional level for
the successful conduct of the yatra and for all

necessary actions related to it. A divisional
level control room has also been set up which
will be effective from November 26 till the end
of the work. Tantya Mama Gaurav Yatra will
start from two routes. The Yatra of the first
route will start on November 27 from Baroda
Ahir of Pandhana tehsil, the birth place of
Tantya Mama. The Yatra of the second route
will start from Bajna in Ratlam. In Alirajpur
district of Indore division, the Yatra will enter
Jhabua's Ranapur road on December 1. On
entering the district, the Yatra will be welcomed at Udaigarh, Kakanakad, Ambua. On
the Yatra's arrival at Alirajpur, the statue of
Tantya Mama at Dahod Naka will be garlanded. This yatra will leave from Alirajpur on
Tanda route for Dhar district on December 2.
Events including songs of the saga of Jannayak
Tantya Mama, cultural presentation at the
meeting venue, dance, folk singing and patriotic sons etc. will be organized on the Yatra
route.
Extensive preparations have been made by
the district administration for the Tantya
Mama Memorial function at Patalpani in
Indore district on December 4. Indore
Collector Manish Singh has been appointed

as the nodal officer for the main programme
to be organized by the Tribal Affairs
Department on the Balidan Diwas. All
arrangements have been made for stage lighting and sound, temporary electricity connection and seating arrangement for the audience. Similarly, drinking water, toilets and
other basic arrangements have been made for
all the citizens attending the function. Buses
have also been arranged to take the local people to the venue. In the ceremony, a picture
exhibition centered on the life and contribution of Jannayak Tantya Mama will be organized and a dance drama 'Tantya Mama' will
also be presented by tribal artists.
Collector Singh informed that a bronze statue of Jannayak Tantya Mama will be installed
in Patalpani. On December 3, the Rath Yatra
will reach Rajwada via Dhar Road. Here the
Yatra will be welcomed by the residents of
Indore city. From herethe Rath Yatra will
reach the stadium where cultural programmes will be organized. Cultural programmes will be organized in Indore district
from December 1 to familiarize the masses
with the personality and works of immortal
revolutionary Tantya Mama.
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Dazzaling Christine, Emily
and Imogen at Caudwell
Children's Butterfly Ball
London | Agencies

C

hristine McGuinness, Emily
Andre and Imogen Thomas
brought the glamour to the
Caudwell Children's Butterfly Ball
on Friday evening.
TV personality Christine, 33, the
wife of Peter Andre, 32, and 38year-old model Imogen pulled out
all the fashion stops for the charity
do at the Roundhouse, north
London.
Christine looked spectacular in a
lilac off the shoulder Cinders Party
Dress which encompassed stunning mesh detailing and darker
purple intricacies, while Emily
wowed in a blue gown and Imogen
flashed a hint of leg in a LBD,
reports dailymail.co.uk.
Mother-of-three Christine wasn't afraid to showcase her sensational effort for the evening, her
blonde hair, curled to perfection,
tumbling over her shoulders and
her face aglow with radiant makeup.
Meanwhile Emily, who earns a
living as a doctor, cut an elegant
figure royal blue dress and slicked
her brunette tresses back into a
tight plait.
Welsh star Imogen wowed in a
thigh-grazing split dress, pairing
the strapless number with elegant
gold heels and adding a touch of
colour to her look with eye-catching green nail polish.

DANGEROUS TO BE AN
ACTRESS WITH THE
TALIBAN AROUND:
LEENA ALAM
London | Agencies

Ricky Gervais boards comedy L
series 'Greenlight German Genius'
Los Angeles | Agencies

'It's wide open'
James Bond has
not yet been cast
after Daniel Craig
returned his
license to kill says
MGM executive

Los Angeles | Agencies

T

he battle to replace Daniel Craig as James Bond is
'wide open', according to MGM boss Pamela Abdy.
Pamela, who serves as MGM's President of Motion
Pictures, has revealed that the studio has had 'preliminary
conversations' with 007 producers Barbara Broccoli and
Michael G Wilson about who will replace Daniel - who
bowed out as Bond in the recent flick No Time To Die.
'It's wide open. We've had very early preliminary conversations with Barbara and Michael, but we wanted Daniel to
have his last hurrah,' she told The Hollywood Reporter.
Idris Elba has been tipped as a potential 007 but it was
recently reported that the Luther star was in 'early' talks to
play a Bond villain, reports dailymail.co.uk.
A source told The Sun newspaper: 'Idris has had informal
talks with the studio and he has been told there is a role in
the next Bond film for him, if he wants it.
'He won't be the title character, but they do recognize the
amount of pull and respect he commands, and they want to
work with him on a completely original character for the
next installment.

C

omedian Ricky
Gervais has
boarded
'Greenlight German Genius'
a new series from WarnerMedia
Germany inspired by one of his
tweets from 2019.The eight-episode
series, which has started shooting in
Berlin, satirises the German television
industry, reports variety.com.Two
years ago the 'After Life' writer and
actor sent a public message via
Twitter to German actor Kida
Ramadan praising his portrayal of
character Toni Hamady in series '4
Blocks'.
"Congratulations. Another masterpiece," wrote Gervais.In a case of art
imitating life, Ramadan and Gervais
will now appear as fictional versions
of themselves in 'Greenlight - German
Genius', in which Ramadan convinc-

ing Gervais to let him make a
German adaptation of his hit series
"Extras" after the comedian sends
Ramadan a tweet praising his performance in '4 Blocks'.However,
Ramadan hits a stumbling block
when he realizes there aren't any
international celebrities in Germany
to cameo in the adaptation all while
trying to navigate the choppy waters
of the German television
industry.Among those appearing in
the series will be Detlev Buck,
Frederick Lau, Tom Schilling, Veysel
Gelin, Olli Schulz, Heike Makatsch,
Maria Furtwängler, Sascha Geršak,
Katrin Bauerfeind, Britta
Hammelstein, Christina Große,
Trystan Pütter, Wim Wenders, Volker
Schlöndorff, Leander Haußmann,
Kurt Krömer, Thorsten Merten, Anne
Ratte Polle, Kathrin Angerer, Marc
Hosemann, Marvin Kren and many
more.
'Greenlight - German Genius' is

produced by Warner TV
Comedy and W&B Television in coooperation with CAB Film, Macadamia
and Mothermilk and in collaboration
with BBC Studios Germany and
Studio Babelsberg.Detlev Buck,
Cüneyt Kaya, Constantin Lieb and
Seraina Nyikos wrote the scripts with
Kaya and Buck directing.

eena Alam, one of Afghanistan's best-known actresses,
is in character as she explains facing an unthinkable
choice, reports 'Variety'.
"Who would know better than me how dangerous it is to
be an actress with the Taliban? You cannot inflict me with
one more drop of fear than I already have," says the
California-based Alam as part of a virtual performance of a
monologue for the LA Writers Center.
"You offer me death and my children, or life without
them? What would you do? I will go home." Tearfully, Alam,
who starred in popular shows such as the feminist drama
'Shereen', rocks back and forth on Zoom in front of a backdrop of an airport waiting room with signs for Paris.
The monologue was spun from an interview with her close
friend and former co-star Sabera Sadat, another of
Afghanistan's top thespians. Earlier this month, in Kabul,
Sadat was offered a rare ticket to France, but declined it
when it turned out there were no seats for her two young
boys.
She and hundreds of other female artistes and journalists
are still awaiting evacuation, or else they risk a lifetime of
fear for their lives "wearing a hijab and lying to strangers
who know [their] face" as figures in the arts and media.
Though the Taliban have told the world they are no longer
the same brutal terrorists who reigned decades ago, a new
list of eight religious guidelines issued to local media this
week shows their dehumanising view of women has not
changed, says 'Variety'.Women may no longer appear in dramas and soap operas on television and women journalists
must wear the hijab, says the first missive of its kind from the
Ministry for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice.
Under pressure from the Taliban, Afghan TV stations have
self-censored and blurred out cleavage and other female
body parts since around 2010, but a ban on the female figure
altogether would set the country back decades.

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

'Hellbound' director
'stunned' by No. 1 spot on
Netflix viewership rankings
Seoul | Agencies

D

irector Yeon Sang-ho of the
supernatural horror series
'Hellbound' said he was stunned
to learn that the film debuted at No. 1
on the most-watched TV programmes
list shortly after its global release on
Netflix earlier this month.
Yeon, who had directed the hit zombie thriller 'Train to Busan' (2016), also
said in a media interview held online on
Thursday that the series appears to have
drawn global interest because it talks
about universal issues like life and

death, crime and punishment, and
humanity, and shows various human
and vulnerable characters, reports
Yonhap News Agency.
Since its November 19 release, the
series also topped Netflix's official
weekly chart for non-English TV programmes with 43.5 million hours of
viewing for the week from November
15-21, despite having only three days to
count views.
"I was stunned after hearing the news
that 'Hellbound' placed No. 1 on the
global rankings table when I woke up
the next morning," Yeon said.

"When I had discussed this project
with Netflix, I thought I would be satisfied with a second-place finish on
Korea's daily chart," he added.
Based on the webtoon titled 'Hell',
'Hellbound', co-written and drawn by
Yeon and Choi Kyu-sok, depicts social
turmoil and unrest after a series of inexplicable supernatural phenomena.
The smoky golem-like creatures,
believed to have come from hell, incinerate people who receive divine revelations about being punished, prompting
an outbreak of public hysteria and religious zealotry.
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India vs New Zealand, First Test

PATEL'S FIFER GIVES INDIA SLIGHT
EDGE; LEAD BY 63 RUNS
Kanpur | Agencies

Jadeja bowling him through the gate
as New Zealand wobbled from 214/2
to 241/6. After Patel left the visitors
reeling, Kyle Jamieson showed some
resistance before miscuing a slog to
Patel at deep mid-wicket off Ashwin
in the 139th over. Four overs later, the
off-spinner had William Somerville
clean bowled to wrap up New
Zealand's innings.
Starting off the second innings with
a 49-run lead, India lost their first
wicket as Gill was clean bowled by an
incoming delivery from Kyle
Jamieson hitting the top of off-stump.
The dismissal also made Jamieson
the fastest New Zealand pacer to
reach 50 Test wickets in nine innings,
breaking former spee'ster Shane
Bond's record which, he had
achieved in 12 innings.

A

xar Patel's incredible run in Test
cricket at home continued with
him picking his fifth five-wicket
haul in just seven innings as India
bowled out New Zealand for 296 in
the first innings. Patel's efforts of
breaking the back of New Zealand's
innings meant that India took a 49run lead, which eventually became 63
at stumps on day three at the Green
Park Stadium on Saturday despite
losing Shubman Gill cheaply.
Patel was a central figure in India
bouncing back from an underwhelming day two to take the upper hand on
day three. The spin troika of Patel,
Ravichandran Ashwin, and Ravindra
Jadeja spun a web around the New
Zealand batters, taking nine wickets
overall. Patel's show began in the
post-lunch session, starting with taking out Ross Taylor and Henry
Nicholls in quick succession. Latham,
who was as solid as a rock, fell five
short of his 12th Test hundred in a
sudden rush of blood moment in the
103rd over. The left-hander came out
to defend, but the inner edge rolled to
Bharat, who kept his balance to complete the stumping, giving Patel his
third wicket. In the final session of the
day, Patel sneaked one past Tom

Blundell's defence to hit the stumps
with low bounce. He then completed
his fifth five-wicket haul in Test cricket by surprising Tim Southee with an
angled-in delivery, which spun past
the bat to leave the stumps shattered.
Earlier, Ashwin was the first bowler
to give India the breakthrough as Will
Young (89) edged an outside off delivery, which kept low, with the outer
edge snapped by Bharat taking a

superb low catch in the 67th over.
After taking the new ball, India
were instantly rewarded with
Williamson's wicket at the stroke of
lunch, as Yadav got a length ball to
nip back in and rapped the right-hander on his back pad.
Debutant Rachin Ravindra looked
good while striking Ashwin for
boundaries but his promising stay at
the crease ended with Ravindra

Brief scores
India 345 (Shreyas Iyer 105, Tim
Southee 5/69) and 14/1 in five overs
(Cheteshwar Pujara 9 not out, Kyle
Jamieson 1/8) against New Zealand
296 in 142.3 overs (Tom Latham
95, Will Young 89, Axar Patel 5/62,
Ravichandran Ashwin 3/82), leading by 63 runs.Rachin Ravindra,
Mitchell Santner, Tim Seifert (wicketkeeper) and Ish Sodhi.
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Sarabjot Singh crowned new Men's
Air Pistol National Champion
Team Absolute|New Delhi

H

aryana shooter
Sarabjot Singh won
the 10m Air Pistol
Men's competition to be
crowned National
Champion for the first time
in his short but impressive
career at Dr. Karni Singh
Shooting Range on
Saturday.
Trailing behind statemate Shiva Narwal by 0.5
points going into the final
two shots of the 24-shot
final at the 64th National
Championship, Sarabjot hit
10 and 10.5 to Shiva's 10.1
and 9.3, to emerge victorious with 242.3 points.
Shiva settled for silver
with 241.7, 0.6 behind

Sarabjot. Delhi's Harsh
Gupta was third with 221.2
while top-ranked Indian

Saurabh Chaudhary ended
fourth with 200.9.
Shiva picked up the
Junior Men's title piping
Saurabh Chaudhary by a
thin margin of 0.2 points in
the final. His score of 246.7
was also a national finals
record, ironically previously held by Uttar Pradesh's
Saurabh at 245.30.
Saurabh, too, went past his
record, winning silver with
246.5. Sarabjot settled for
bronze in this one with
225.4.
Shiva then also went on
to win the Youth Men's title
in the discipline, prevailing
over Haryana's Sagar
Bhargava 243.1 to 239.4.
Arif Malik of UP won
bronze with 216.2.

Saurav Ghosal clinches Malaysian Open Squash C'ships title
Kuala Lumpur: India's Saurav Ghosal clinched the
2021 Malaysian Open Squash Championships after
beating Colombia's Miguel Rodriguez in the men's singles final, here on Saturday.
Seeded two and ranked 15th in the world, Ghosal outclassed top seed Rodriguez 11-7, 11-8, 13-11 in 55 minutes to seal the 10th PSA title of his career. With this, he
became the 1?st Indian to be crowned the Malaysian
Open Champion - a PSA World Tour Bronze event.
Ghosal was in complete control of the final right from
the beginning. He won the first game 11-7 before clinching the second game 11-8. The Colombian did give the
Indian a tough fight in the third game, but the Ghosal
maintained his composure to clinch it 13-11 and bag the
title.

Indonesia Open

Women's Cricket World Cup Qualifiers called off
Indian campaign ends with Sindu, over Covid fears; Pak, Bangladesh, WI qualify
Satwik-Chirag's loss in semis

Bali | Agencies

B

I

ndia's campaign at the
2021 Indonesia Open
came to an end after PV
Sindhu and the pair of Chirag
Shetty and Satwiksairaj
Rankireddy lost their respective semi-final matches, here
on Saturday.
Two-time Olympic medallist Sindhu lost 21-15, 9-21,
14-21 to Thailand's
Ratchanok Intanon in a 54minute women''s singles
semi-final clash.This was the
third successive semi-final
loss for the 26-year-old at a
BWF event after the French
Open and the Indonesia
Masters. It was also her third
straight loss to world no 8

Dubai | Agencies

Intanon.The second-seeded
Ratchanok will now play
South Korea's An Seyoung in
the final. Sindhu last reached
a final at the Swiss Open in
March, where she lost to
arch-rival Carolina Marin.
Later in the day, the Indian
combination of Chirag Shetty
and Satwiksairaj Rankireddy

went down to the top seeded
duo of Kevin Sanjaya
Sukamuljo and Marcus
Fernaldi Gideon from
Indo'esia in the men's doubles semi-finals.ChiragSatwik, the world No 11 pair,
lost 16-21, 18-21 in 44 minutes, ending India's campaign at the Indonesia Open.

angladesh, Pakistan, and the
West Indies progressed to next
year's Women's World Cup in
New Zealand as the International
Cricket Council (ICC) on Saturday
called off midway the qualifiers, currently being played in Harare, due to
the introduction of travel restrictions
from several African countries,
including the host country
Zimbabwe, following the breakout of
a new Covid-19 variant in southern
Africa.
The decision to call off ICC
Women's Cricket World Cup Qualifier
2021 was taken during the preliminary league phase of the nine-team
tournament, which was to decide the
final three teams for the ICC
Women's Cricket World Cup 2022, to
be played in New Zealand, as well as

two additional teams for the next
cycle of the ICC Women's
Championship.
The qualifiers were thus decided
according to the team rankings as

detailed in the tournament playing
conditions. Therefore, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, and the West Indies will
progress to the event in New Zealand,
the ICC said in a release on Saturday.

Play in two of the three matches on
Saturday -- Zimbabwe v Pakistan and
USA v Thailand -- started as scheduled but the third fixture of the day,
between the West Indies and Sri
Lanka, could not be staged as a member of the Sri Lanka team support
staff tested positive for Covid-19.
The teams that have qualified for
the ICC Women's Cricket World Cup
2022 to be held in New Zealand from
March 4 to April 3 are Australia,
England, India, South Africa, New
Zealand (hosts), Pakistan, West
Indies, and Bangladesh.
The number of teams in the third
cycle of the ICC Women's
Championship (from 2022-2025) has
been increased from eight to ten, and
these teams will be Australia,
England, India, South Africa, New
Zealand, Pakistan, West Indies,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Ireland.

World TT C'ships
South Africa-Netherlands ODIs postponed IPL 2022: Punjab Kings unlikely to retain
MANIKA BATRA REACHES WOMEN'S
amid Covid-19 concerns
any player ahead of mega auction

Johannesburg | Agencies

K

oninklijke Nederlandse
Cricket Bond (KNCB)
and Cricket South Africa
(CSA) on Saturday mutually
agreed to postpone the
Netherlands' ongoing tour of
South Africa following concerns over the emergence of a
new Covid-19 variant in the
country.
The two teams contested in
the first ODI of the series in
Centurion, which was called off
due to heavy rain on Friday. But
the second and the third
matches, scheduled to take
place at the same venue on
November 28 and December 1,
won't go ahead.Earlier, there
were concerns in the
Netherlands camp as several
countries around the world
including the United Kingdom,
the United States of America and
the European Union imposed

Team Absolute|New Delhi

P
restrictions on flights arriving
from South Africa. The two
boards are now hopeful of completing the second and third ODI
before the completion of the
ODI league cycle in 2023. "We
are disappointed by the unfortunate situation we find ourselves
in, but the comfort of all visiting
teams must always be paramount. The mental well-being of
players is on' of CSA's top priorities, and we respect our visitors'
position and point of view," said
Pholetsi Moseki, the acting CEO
of Cricket South Africa.

unjab Kings, who didn't have a great outing
last season, may not
retain any of their players,
ahead of the Indian Premier
League (IPL) 2022 mega
auctions, a report said.
While most franchises are
looking to retain their key
players ahead of the mega
auction, Punjab might look
to make a fresh start again
and head into the bidding
war with a full purse balance
of Rs 90 crore.
Notably, all the eight existing franchises have been
asked to submit their retention list by November 30.
It was reported earlier that
star batter and captain KL
Rahul doesn't want to

remain with Punjab (PBKS),
considering the franchise's
lack of success. The India

T20I vice-captain is on top of
the wishlist of the two new
franchises -- Ahmedabad

T20 and T10 cricket are not
the same, says Afghan pacer
Abu Dhabi | Agencies

A

fghanistan pace bowler
Naveen-ul-Haq has said that
contrary to perception that T20
and T10 cricket are the same, they are
two different formats and the challenges one faces in the latest version
of the game are far more that in T20
cricket.
Naveen-ul-Haq, who is competing
for Team Abu Dhabi in Season 5 of
the Abu Dhabi T10, said on Saturday
that the tournament was helping him
grow as a cricketer.
"Both T10 and T20 are different formats. In T20s, a player gets time to

change things to help his team recover. In T10, even if one over goes
wrong with the bat or ball, the pressure increases. Hence, T10 is more
enjoyable for fans and players. But it
is a tough format for bowlers," the
Afghan cricketer who was part of the
side during the ICC T20 World Cup,
said.Naveen said he always looks to
bowl dot balls in T10 games. "I always
work on my strengths irrespective of
the format. But you must also be
unpredictable as a bowler. Every dot
ball is gold in this format and I try for
that. I also try to save myself from big
hits. It is a batsmen's game," he said.

and Lucknow, who have
been given the right to sign
players before the start of the
IPL 2022 mega auction.
Now, as per a report in
The Telegraph India, PBKS
are looking at uncapped
players like Ravi Bishnoi and
Arshdeep Singh as possible
retentions but haven't made
their mind yet.
"Since the franchise would
only need to shell out INR 4
crore if they retain an
uncapped player, one of
Arshdeep and Bishnoi could
be persisted with," the report
said.Despite changing and
chopping their squads, captain and coaching staff
almost every season, Punjab
haven't achieved much success in the history of the
cash-rich league.

AND MIXED DOUBLES QUARTERS

Houston (US) | Agencies
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ce Indian paddler
Manika Batra reached
the women's and
mixed doubles quarter-finals
at the World Table Tennis
Championships Finals 2021,
here. Batra and her mixed
doubles partner G Sathiyan
came from two games
behind to beat China's Wang
Manyu and USA's Kanak Jha
3-2 (15-17, 10-12, 12-10, 116, 11-7) in an exciting Round
of 16 encounter on Friday.
They will now face Japan's
Hina Hayata and Tomokazu
Harimoto, the world No 20
mixed doubles pair, in the
last eight.Meanwhile, in the
women's doubles, Manika
and Archana Kamath outclassed Hungary's Dora

Madarasz and Georgina Pota
3-1 (11-4, 11-9, 6-11, 11-7) to
set up a quarter-final clash
against Sarah de Nuette and
Xia Lian Ni of Luxembourg.
However, the other Indian
mixed doubles pair of
Sharath Kamal and Archana
Kamath went down in the
round of 16, losing to French
pair Emmanuel Lebesson
and Yuan Jia Nan 0-3 (4-11,
8-11, 5-11).

Jr Hockey World Cup

India thrash Poland 8-2, to clash
with Belgium in quarters
Bhubaneswar | Agencies

D

efending champion India started well,
took a comfortable lead and then survived some anxious moments in the
fourth quarter before slamming two more
goals to seal a facile 8-2 win thus qualifying for
the quarter-finals in the FIH Odisha Hockey
Men's Junior World Cup, here on Saturday.
They will now meet top contenders
Belgium, who topped Pool A on goal difference after a tie on seven points with Malaysia
in what will be a replay of the final of the 2016
edition in Lucknow that India won to take
their second Junior World Cup title.
Vice-captain Sanjay, forward Araijeet Singh
Hundal, and Sudeep Chirmako scored a brace
of goals each while forward Uttam Singh and
defender Sharda Nand Tiwari contributed a
goal each to the score as India wrapped up
their preliminary league proceedings with a

comfortable win.Wojciech Rutkowski and
Robert Pawlak scored a goal apiece to reduce
the margin for Poland, who now take on Chile
in the classification matches for ninth to 12th
places.Though it was a big win for India, their
performance was as perfect as they would
have liked.Though they were sharp in attack
with 33 circle penetrations, India also allowed
Poland a lot of chances and the defense will
have to pull up their socks in the quarter-finals
against Belgium.
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Sonnalli Seygall
shoots in London

I take from my own
life: Hrithik Roshan
Team Absolute|Mumbai

I

ndian superstar, Hrithik Roshan, is never away from action
and his always entertaining his fans. The actor is all geared
up for his film Fighter and Hrithik who has previously
worked with Siddharth Anand has now opened up on his
process of working as an actor.
During an interaction at IFFI 2021, Hrithik was asked if
actors actually feel certain emotions or if one's able to act that
brilliantly and indifferently as they drown into the role. To this
the star replied - "Every actor has his own process, there's no
process that's wrong. I'm the kind of an actor who takes from
my own life. I'm usually sifting through my
own memories and experiences and
try to bring out something on to
camera which is my secret, it's
in my head. The emotion is
real because I can feel it, it's
from my life and my experience." He further added
- ''I usually feel all my
emotions and it's great
because if I hadn't felt the
emotions and the director
said - Great shot! I'd know
we're not in sync."
In the past Hrithik and
Anand have delivered hits
such as War and Bang Bang
and are now back with a
power-packed action patriotic film. Fighter is Hrithik
Roshan and Deepika
Padukone's very first
collaboration.

Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

ctress Sonnalli Seygall, known for films like 'Pyaar
Ka Punchnama', 'Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety', and 'Jai
Mummy Di', has started shooting for her new untitled film in London along with Vardhan Puri and Siddhant
Kapoor.Talking more about the romantic-horror film, Sonnalli
said, "The character is different. This is the kind of script you
fall in love within the first narration. I am shooting for it in
London, where the scene is set. I am looking forward to working
with the amazing cast."
The film was originally to go on the floors much earlier, but
due to the pandemic, things had to be pushed as it took time to
get all the permits and clearances in order.
"But we finally overcame all odds and I am ecstatic. It is
cold here, but the locations are exquisite, and that makes
it all worth it. We are shooting in London, and on
its outskirts of Cardiff, Wales," Sonnalli
signed off.

John Abraham:
I do not have
fear of failure
Team Absolute|Mumbai

W

ith an 18-year career in Bollywood that is filled
with some of unusual choices of films that hold
strong recall value, John Abraham is trying to
cater both sections of audience - urban and mass. The
actor says, he does not have the fear of failure and that
drives him to take risks. The actor is known for
'Jism','Dhoom', 'Dostana', 'New York', 'Kabul Express', to
'Madras Cafe', 'Parmanu', 'Batla House' and the latest
released 'Satyamev Jayate 2'. While some of the abovementioned films are very clearly commercial potboilers
and some are much loved by the urban audience, asked
if he has any strategy to make such choices, in conversation with reporter John opens his heart. John told
reporter : "I think the only strength that I have in my
career since the beginning is, I have no fear of failure.
Initially, there was a list of films that I did that were
ahead of their time. So they did not work for the larger
audience immediately after the release. I was ok with it.
I also knew from the beginning that, every story has its
set audience.
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'Antim - The Final Truth': Aayush
Sharma outshines Salman Khan
FILM
REVIEW
BY TROY RIBEIRO

'I use to wipe his nose'

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Salman Khan opens up about
his experience working with
Aditya Narayan when he was
just 3 years old
Team Absolute|Mumbai

(Showing in
Theatres)

L

Direction: Mahesh Manjrekar
Cast: Salman Khan, Aayush
Sharma, Mahima Makwana,
Sachin Khedekar, Rohit Haldikar,
Sayaji Shinde, Jisshu Sengupta,
Chhaya Kadam, Upendra Limaye,
Nikitin Dheer, Waluscha De Souza
and Varun Dhawan.
Ratings: ***1/2 (three and
half stars)

D

irector Mahesh Manjrekar's
'Antim: The Final Truth' is a
crime drama centred around
the circle of fate. Based on the
Marathi film 'Mulshi Pattern', the
film is about the journey of Rahul
Patil aka Rahulya, a farmer's son who
joins forces with the ruthless underworld to survive.
After seeing his father Datta Patil
(Sachin Khedekar), a farmer and
one-time renowned wrestler,
reduced to penury, Rahul becomes a
rebel of sorts when he by happenstance comes in direct conflict with
the local corporator Salvi's goons.
His daredevil attitude impresses a
small-time gangster Nanya (Upendra
Limaye), who then takes Rahul
under his fold.
Rahul's rise as the don in Pune's
underbelly attracts the attention of
police officer Rajveer Singh (Salman
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Khan), who, realising that the cops
just could not control the gangsters,
decides on, "Hum kuchh nahin
karenge, karenge dimag se (I just
won't do anything, but if I do something, I'll act using my head)."
The film is an outright Aayush
Sharma canvas. With brilliant screen
presence, he delivers his part with
panache. He is aptly supported by
Rohit Haldikar, who plays his childhood friend Ganya.
Salman Khan is introduced with
flamboyance as the helpful Sardarji,
who also happens to be a police officer. Unfortunately, this fanfare introductory scene lacks lustre and sheen.
He does look like a spent force who

seems to fit his role perfectly.
Mahima Makwana playing Manda,
the attractive tea vendor, and Rahul's
love interest, is earnest and promising, but has limited screen time to
display her histrionics.
Varun Dhawan makes his presence felt in the song 'Vighnaharta'.
The plot has ample face-offs and
action sequences that are astutely
choreographed. The fights that feature Salman Khan are mostly captured in slow motion, probably to
camouflage the hero's waning spirit.
Mounted with ace production values the film ticks most of the boxes
of a mass, over-the-top entertainer
that touches your heart.

ast month, Zee TV
returned with its most
iconic, longest-running
singing reality show that has
stayed relevant to music
lovers across the country - Sa
Re Ga Ma Pa 2021. With a
rich legacy of over 25 years,
Sa Re Ga Ma Pa has been successful in discovering some
truly invaluable gems of the
music fraternity. The show
started off with a bang and
the talented contestants of
this season have already
managed to impress the
audience. However, viewers
are in for a special treat this
weekend...
The upcoming episode of the popular show Sa Re Ga Ma
Pa will have our very own Salman Khan as the special guest.
During the shoot, he will not only be seen sharing some
beautiful memories from his career, but also have a gala
time with the three judges, host and contestants from the
show. In fact, during the shoot, Salman Khan shared a never
heard before anecdote about Sa Re Ga Ma Pa host Aditya
Narayan. Salman revealed, "I had worked with Aditya when
he was just three or four years old.
We shot for Jab Pyaar Kisise Hota Hai. I used to wipe his
nose when he was a kid." Aditya Narayan also added, "I
always had a runny nose, and he was there for my rescue.
But look how I've grown up, but Salman Bhai is still the
same young, dashing man."
While Salman Khan's revelations will leave you surprised,
wait till you hear the mesmerising performances by the talented contestants. In fact, Sanjana and Neelanjana&#39;s
soulful rendition of songs like Kahe Toh Se Sajna and Tere
Naam Humne Kiya Hai cannot be missed!

Ankitta Sharma
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